
The Mosquito Anti Vandal System is the solution to the 
eternal problem of unwanted gatherings of youths and 
teenagers. Reduce expensive vandalism and graffiti once 
and for all with the Mosquito.

Stop unwanted behavior

Massey Grandstand in Papakura, Auckland, had been a target for graffiti 
artists and arsonists for a long period of time. In August of 2009, youths 
used straw to light a fire that nearly destroyed the historic grandstand 
that was once sited at Eden Park.

Protecting a Grand Old Lady

USE THE MOSQUITO MK4 ANTI VANDAL SYSTEM

Their installation has eliminated
particular part of the school from
being considered suitable gathering 
areas, and so far we are absolutely 
delighted with their effectiveness.

Steave Collins – Whangaparoa School Principal

MOSQUITO MK4 
Anti Vandal System
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L to R: From the 1950�s, the Massey Park Grandstand on the left; Damage from the arson attack in 2009.

L to R: The installed Mosquito Unit; An artists impression of the revamped Massey Park Complex.

The Council rebuilt the burnt grandstand back to it’s former glory and in 
conjunction with local community group Safer Papakura, installed a 
Mosquito Unit high in the rafters.

Since it’s installation there has been minimal damage to the stand.
With the Massey Park complex now in for a total modernisation, the
Council has specified that the Mosquito Unit is to be included in all
tenders put forward for the construction works. Vandals can be
assured that the Mosquito will continue to protect Massey Park.

The Mosquito MK4 is sold in kits made up of various components 
including a solar powered option, and a portable version.

Enquire with us for more information.

Kits start from as little as
$1,450.00

+ GST and freight

They’re cost effective, can run on
solar power and, because they are
timed to turn on only in unsociable
hours, they don’t affect other
people’s enjoyment of public
spaces.

Const. Simon Brown – New Zealand Police

It is part of our Safety in the Park
Strategy. It hasn’t harmed kids
hearing in other places, it’s not
going to harm them otherwise we
wouldn’t have put it in.

Sandra Hazlehurst – Hastings District
Councillor
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